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 51 

In chronic kidney disease (CKD), handgrip strength (HGS) is recommended as a surrogate 52 

measure of protein-energy status and functional status. However, it is not routinely used due 53 

to inconsistencies such as the optimal timing of the HGS measurement and unclear guidance 54 

regarding technique. We aimed to determine the extent of variation in the protocols and 55 

methods of HGS assessment. We aimed to identify clinical and epidemiological studies 56 

conducted in CKD that reported on the use of HGS as an outcome. A systematic literature 57 

search identified n=129 studies with a total participant population of n=35,192. We identified 58 

large variations in all aspects of the methodology including body and arm position, 59 

repetitions, rest time, timing, familiarization, and how scores were calculated. The 60 

heterogeneous methodologies employed reinforce the need to standardize HGS 61 

measurement. After reviewing previously employed methodology in the literature, we 62 

propose a comprehensive HGS assessment protocol for use in CKD. 63 

 64 
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Introduction 69 

 70 

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is characterized by reductions in physical function and strength 71 

that has a detrimental effect on quality of life (QoL) and is associated with morbidity and 72 

mortality [1]. Handgrip strength (HGS) has emerged as a simple and reliable method to 73 

evaluate muscle function [2] and in studies of the general population [3-5], older adults [6], 74 

and clinical conditions [2, 7, 8], low HGS has emerged as an independent predictor for poor 75 

cognition, mobility, and mortality. Handgrip strength forms a prominent role in the detection 76 

of muscle weakness as part of the frailty and sarcopenia phenotype [9] and the possibility of 77 

modifying HGS through interventions, such as exercise, make it a popular amenable outcome 78 

measure [10]. 79 

 80 

Given its low cost and ease of assessment, HGS is widely used in clinical and epidemiological 81 

studies involving patients with CKD as a method of nutritional and functional assessment [11, 82 

12]. In patients with non-dialysis dependent CKD, HGS is an independent predictor of 83 

mortality [13-16] and dialysis initiation [15, 16], whilst in dialysis patients, HGS is associated 84 

with nutritional status [12, 17]. A recent meta-analysis found the summary risk ratio of all-85 

cause mortality associated with a 1-kg unit increase in HGS was 0.95 (0.93-0.97) [18]. 86 

Nonetheless, some studies suggest HGS is relatively preserved compared with lower limb 87 

strength [19] and has no association with body composition or nutritional status in peritoneal 88 

dialysis (PD) patients [20].  89 

 90 

The 2020 ‘KDOQI Clinical Practice Guideline for Nutrition in CKD’ recommend that in adults 91 

with CKD 1-5D, HGS is used as a surrogate measure of protein-energy status and functional 92 



status [21, 22]. The cited rationale is based on the relationship of HGS with nutritional status 93 

(e.g., malnutrition inflammation score [23, 24]) and inflammatory markers [25]). 94 

Nevertheless, whilst HGS is widely used in clinical studies, it is not routinely implemented in 95 

practice. Reasons for this lack of application are partly due to inconsistencies in guidance such 96 

as the optimal timing of the measurement (e.g., pre- or post- hemodialysis (HD) session, non-97 

dialysis day) and equivocal information regarding technique [11, 21].   98 

 99 

The lack of standardization of this routine and recommended measure is somewhat worrying 100 

as even small inconsistency in technique and protocol may result in invalid measurement and 101 

risk of error rendering its value inadequate. In order to propose a standardized protocol and 102 

measurement procedure for the assessment of HGS in CKD we conducted a systematic review 103 

to evaluate the current literature on HGS methodology. We aimed to determine the degree 104 

of protocol variation in HGS assessment, before using this information to propose a 105 

standardized method for future measurement in CKD. 106 

  107 



Methods and materials 108 

 109 

A systematic literature search was undertaken per the PRISMA statement [26]. The protocol 110 

was prospectively registered on PROSPERO (CRD42020206097). 111 

 112 

Eligibility criteria 113 

We aimed to identify clinical and epidemiological studies conducted in CKD that reported the 114 

use of HGS as an outcome measure. All types of studies were included, including 115 

interventional trials of any component. Studies using handgrip-based training to elicit a 116 

response (e.g., changes in blood pressure) were excluded. Review studies, abstracts, animal 117 

trials, and non-English articles were excluded. To aid data synthesis and to focus on 118 

contemporary methodology, we limited studies to those conducted in the last five years (i.e., 119 

1st January 2016 to the date of search). Adult participants with a diagnosis of CKD were 120 

included (i.e., CKD1-5 including those on dialysis and kidney transplant recipients (KTRs)).  121 

 122 

Types of outcome measures 123 

The primary outcome was HGS and its use in any form. We were specifically interested in the 124 

variation in HGS protocol and methodology. No secondary outcomes were assessed. 125 

 126 

Information sources 127 

The following databases were searched: National Centre for Biotechnology Information 128 

(NCBI) PubMed [which includes the Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online 129 

(MEDLINE)], Excerpta Medica database (EMBASE), and the Cochrane Central Register of 130 

Controlled Trials (CENTRAL).  131 



 132 

Search strategy  133 

The following MESH search terms were used to search all databases: ‘Kidney’; ‘Kidney 134 

Diseases‘; ‘Kidney Transplantation‘; ‘Dialysis’; ‘Peritoneal Dialysis’; ‘Renal Dialysis’. In 135 

addition, non-MeSH terms ‘Handgrip’ and ‘Handgrip strength’, along with MeSH Descriptors 136 

‘Pinch strength’ and ‘Muscle strength dynamometer’ were used. Full search strategies for 137 

each database can be found in supplementary material 1. A flow of information through the 138 

different phases of the search can be found in the PRISMA diagram, Figure 1. 139 

 140 

Data collection process and data items 141 

Following a preliminary pilot search in NCBI PubMed, a bespoke data extraction form was 142 

created. Prior to data extraction, this form was piloted by all the researchers on three papers 143 

selected at random. Following this pilot, the extraction form was amended. Each article was 144 

reviewed by an independent member of the team. If means were presented for different 145 

groups, pooled values were calculated [27]. Due to the nature of the review, risk of bias was 146 

not assessed. 147 

 148 

The following information was extracted: 1) study; and 2) patient characteristics. Based on 149 

Roberts et al. [28] and Shiratori et al. [29], the following were extracted: 1) equipment type; 150 

2) measurement protocol (e.g., hand size and nail length, hand dominance, jewellery removal, 151 

acquisition time); 3) HGS data; 4) body position (i.e., wrist/forearm, elbow, shoulder, 152 

posture); 5) effort and encouragement; 6) interval (rest) between measurements; 7) time of 153 

day; 8) training of assessors; 9) clinimetric properties; and 10) familiarization/practice tests. 154 

We also extracted, where appropriate, information pertaining to CKD: 1) the timing of the 155 



measurement (e.g., pre- or post-HD session, non-dialysis day); 2) any confounding effects of 156 

other conditions; 3) type of access (e.g., central venous catheter or a fistula/graft); 4) any 157 

information regarding fluid gain or ultrafiltration rate; and 5) any contraindications noted 158 

prior to testing.  159 

  160 



Results 161 

 162 

A PRISMA diagram can be found in Figure 1 whilst a summary of included studies can be found 163 

in supplementary material 2. A link to the full data file can be found in supplementary 164 

material 3.  165 

 166 

Summary of study characteristics 167 

In summary, n=129 studies were eligible for inclusion with a total population of n=35,192. 168 

Study samples ranged from n=14 to 18,765. The median study sample size was n=90. Thirty 169 

(23%) studies assessed only non-dialysis dependent CKD1-5, n=80 (62%) in dialysis only [of 170 

which, n=52 (41%) were conducted in HD], and n=11 (9%) in KTRs. Studies were conducted in 171 

28 countries with Brazil (n=20 studies) and the UK (n=10) undertaking the most. Ninety-three 172 

studies (73%) had observational designs and n=24 (19%) were experimental.  173 

 174 

Summary of participant characteristics 175 

The mean age was 59.5 (range: 36.2 to 77.3) years. Ethnicity was poorly reported with n=105 176 

studies providing no data. In studies that did, 54% of patients were White. Males made up an 177 

average of 62% of each study population. Where eGFR was reported the average was 38.5 178 

(range: 16.9 to 68.5) ml.min.1.732. Mean body mass index as 25.7 (range: 20.3 to 29.4) kg/m2. 179 

Mean albumin was 39.0 (range: 26.3 to 63.0) mg/g and hemoglobin was 112.1 (range: 61.5 to 180 

132.0) g/L. The reported prevalence of hypertension was 65.3%, 35.4% had diabetes, and 181 

27.8% had cardiovascular disease (CVD). 182 

 183 

Handgrip strength data 184 



The majority of studies (n=75, 59%) did not report HGS data. When stated, the mean HGS was 185 

26.4 (range: 9.5 to 55.0) kg. Most studies (n=88, 69%) measured HGS in kilograms (kg). Ten 186 

studies used kilogram-force (kgf). One study used kg/m2 [30]. Two studies reported pounds 187 

(lbs) [31, 32] whilst another reported Newtons (N) [33]. Twenty-five studies did not report 188 

units. 189 

 190 

Cut-off criteria used to define low muscle strength 191 

In studies using HGS as a measure of sarcopenia or to define low strength, n=6 studies used 192 

the Asian Working Group for Sarcopenia (AWGS) cut-offs, whilst n=20 used variations of the 193 

European Working Group on Sarcopenia in Older People (EWGSOP) (n=15 used the older 194 

EWGSOP cut-off, n=5 used the revised EWGSOP cut-off).  195 

 196 

Handgrip strength protocols 197 

 198 

Equipment 199 

The most frequently used dynamometer was Jamar® (n=55, 43%). The Jamar® Plus was 200 

specified in n=8 studies. The model of Jamar® was not specified in n=43 of the studies. The 201 

second most frequently used dynamometer make was Takei® (n=22, 17%). The most 202 

commonly reported model was the Takei® GRIP-D (n=8). Other makes of dynamometer 203 

included Yamar® (n=7), Saehan® (n=6), and CAMRY® (n=5). The type of dynamometer was 204 

poorly reported with n=11 studies simply specifying a digital model was used with n=20 205 

stating the instrument was hydraulic.  206 

 207 

Contraindication prior to testing 208 



In one study, patients were excluded if they could not complete the test [34], whilst in another 209 

patients were excluded if they showed signs of hand ischemia [31].  210 

 211 

Body position 212 

Thirty (23%) studies specified that HGS was performed while sitting, whilst n=14 were 213 

conducted standing. Two were conducted whilst supine [35, 36] and one [37] stated patients 214 

could either sit or stand. Eighty-two (64%) studies did not report position. A 90° elbow flexion 215 

was specified in n=24 studies (n=17 of which were sitting, n=7 did not report position). Two 216 

studies stated the elbow was fully extended (180°), one standing [38] and the other sitting 217 

[39]. The remaining n=103 studies did not report position. Fourteen studies stated the 218 

forearm was placed in a neutral position. Specific wrist position was specified in two studies: 219 

one study [40] reported the wrist was between 0-15°ulnar deviation, and 0-30° dorsiflexion 220 

in another [41]. The shoulder position was stated in n=23 (18%) studies. Most of these studies 221 

(n=19) reported that the shoulders were adducted, n=3 stated the arms were abducted [30, 222 

42, 43], whilst n=1 stated the shoulders were in a neutral position [44].  223 

 224 

Hand selection 225 

Forty-one (32%) studies tested both hands, whilst n=59 (46%) tested HGS in one hand only. 226 

The remaining studies did not report which hand was used. The dominant hand was tested in 227 

n=34 (27%) studies. Dominance was not stated in the other studies that used only one hand. 228 

In those with a fistula, n=36 studies reported that HGS was assessed in the non-fistula arm. 229 

One study assessed HGS in both hands of HD patients [45]. 230 

 231 

Instructions effort or encouragement 232 



Twenty studies (16%) explicitly stated they gave participants verbal instruction to ‘exert 233 

maximal force’ or a variation of such. The majority of studies (n=103) did not report if 234 

encouragement was given. 235 

 236 

Contraction time 237 

Only n=4 studies [44, 46-48] reported an explicit contraction time where patients were asked 238 

to exert maximal effort for 5 seconds.  239 

 240 

Warm-up and familiarization testing 241 

A warm-up consisting of submaximal handgrip contractions was used by one study [44]. 242 

Whilst in another, patients were asked to shake their hand three times [49]. In two studies 243 

[50, 51], the first trial was discarded as a ‘warm-up’. Eleven studies incorporated a form of 244 

familiarization with the equipment which involved patients being instructed and shown how 245 

to use the equipment. The remaining n=118 (92%) did not report the use of familiarization.  246 

 247 

Assessment repetitions 248 

Most studies (n=86, 67%) performed three assessments in each hand. Three studies 249 

performed one assessment, n=11 performed two, n=2 performed four assessments, and n=1 250 

performed six assessments. The remaining n=26 (20%) studies did not report the repetitions 251 

used. Only one trial specified that hands were tested alternatively (i.e., right, left, etc.) [52].  252 

 253 

Rest time 254 

Thirty (30%) studies reported rest time: 10-20 seconds was used by n=2 studies; 15 seconds 255 

by n=2 studies; 20 seconds by n=1 study; 30-seconds by n=8 studies; 90-seconds by n=1 study; 256 



3-minutes by n=1 study; and 5-minutes by n=5 studies. ‘At least’ 10 and 30 seconds was used 257 

by n=3 studies, whilst n=2 studies reported giving ‘at least’ 5-minutes rest. The most 258 

frequently reported rest time was 1-minute, used by n=14 (11%) studies. Rest time was not 259 

reported in the remaining n=90 studies (70%).  260 

 261 

Calculating a score 262 

The most frequent method to generate a score was to use the maximal score (n=67, 52%), 263 

followed by the average of all trials performed in that hand (n=29, 23%). Four studies used 264 

the average of the maximal score from each hand, whilst n=2 reported the median value. The 265 

other n=27 (21%) did not report how they calculated HGS score. One study combined the HGS 266 

of both hands to report a combined kg value [53]. 267 

 268 

Testing time 269 

Forty of the studies involving patients undergoing dialysis reported information on the time 270 

of day assessments took place (relative to dialysis schedule). Six studies (5%) assessed HGS 271 

after dialysis. Specific details were provided in several studies, such as that assessment should 272 

take place at least 18-24 hours following last session [38], another stating testing should take 273 

place at least 24-hours after [54], and another at least 30 minutes after [55]. Marini et al. [56] 274 

reported that assessment should take place after the middle dialysis session of the week to 275 

avoid alteration in hydration status.  276 

 277 

Eighteen studies reported assessments before dialysis, with Bogataj et al. [57] stating this 278 

should be at least 30-minutes before. Five studies reported performing HGS during dialysis, 279 

particularly during the mid-week session [42, 58] and within the first hour of dialysis [37, 59]. 280 



The remaining n=6 studies stated performing HGS on a non-dialysis day, with n=3 of these 281 

performing assessments in the afternoon [60-62]. In PD, testing was done during PD clinic 282 

visits, although type of clinic was not reported [59]. 283 

 284 

Training of assessor 285 

No specific details of how the assessor was trained were mentioned in any study.  286 

 287 

Adverse outcomes 288 

No adverse events were reported specifically related to the HGS assessment. 289 

  290 



Discussion 291 

 292 

Despite HGS being recommended in CKD [21], little attention has been paid to the significance 293 

of standardization of the test protocol itself. Such standardization is important to improve the 294 

accuracy and consistency of the test since differences can affect the reproducibility and the 295 

comparison across studies. This review examined 129 studies with over 35,000 participants 296 

across the CKD spectrum. We identified large variations in all aspects of the HGS methodology 297 

reported. Here we discuss these findings in context before making recommendations towards 298 

a standardized approach in Table 1 with a checklist on reporting HGS protocols in Table 2. 299 

 300 

Variations of the Jamar® dynamometer were the most widely used instruments. In the 1990’s, 301 

the American Society of Hand Therapists (ASHT) recommended the Jamar® dynamometer 302 

leading to its widespread use [63]. Jamar® is now widely accepted as the gold standard by 303 

which other dynamometers are evaluated [28] and research has shown excellent inter-304 

instrument reliability exists between Jamar® and other commonly used dynamometers (e.g., 305 

Baseline, MicroFET); this suggests they could be used interchangeably [64]. The other most 306 

frequently reported dynamometer was from Takei®, specifically the D-Grip. Study in healthy 307 

volunteers from Brazil showed significant differences between the Jamar® and Takei® 308 

dynamometers which could be due to the influence of the handle shapes; Jamar® has a 309 

superior anatomical shape [65]. However, both dynamometers have been shown comparable 310 

in patients with cystic fibrosis [66] and healthy young adults [65]. To our knowledge, no study 311 

has compared devices in a CKD population. It is important to note that both the Jamar® and 312 

Takei® devices may not be the most appropriate for those with very poor HGS as both 313 

dynamometers are unable to detect forces <5kg [67, 68]. In a sample of n=209 adult HD 314 



patients, 5% of patients scored <5kg. Regardless of dynamometer make and model, 315 

appropriate calibration as per the manufacturer’s instructions should be performed and 316 

follow-up testing should be performed using the same instrument. 317 

 318 

The recent KDOQI guidelines [21, 22] highlighted future research should determine the 319 

standardization of the arm position, evaluation period, and choice of arm side. We noted 320 

considerable variation in the body position during the assessment. Firstly, studies reported a 321 

mixture of sitting and standing positions. It has previously been shown that no significant 322 

difference in HGS occurs when either sitting or standing [69, 70], although results are not 323 

entirely equivocal [71]. Nonetheless, given that any differences in posture are likely to have 324 

minimal effect on the readings, like Horner et al. [37] from our review, we suggest patients 325 

should be either sat or stood depending on their capacity. This may be particular pertinent to 326 

patients with poor balance or mobility. 327 

 328 

Few studies reported the handle settings for the instrument. Jiang et al. [72] stated that in 329 

patients with CKD4-5, the “handle was adjusted to ensure fingers were properly rested on the 330 

handle.” For the Jamar® dynamometer, there are five handle positions available, however the 331 

second position is the most reliable [73] and recommended by the ASHT [63, 74, 75]. 332 

However, the Southampton protocol is broader, suggesting the handle should be adjusted so 333 

the thumb is around one side of the handle and the fingers are around the other [28]. It should 334 

be specified that HGS using the Jamar® second position is reduced in those with fingernails 335 

extending >1cm beyond the fingertip, and for position one, HGS is reduced with fingernails 336 

projecting 0.5cm [76]. 337 

 338 



Most studies in the review reported an elbow flexion of 90°. Higher grip strength has been 339 

reported with the elbow in 90° flexion rather than fully extended [77, 78], although findings 340 

are equivocal [79]. Our review showed the majority of studies reported an adducted shoulder 341 

position (i.e., arms down by the side, 0°). Su et al. found the highest mean HGS score was 342 

recorded when the shoulder was positioned at 180° of flexion (i.e., overhead) with the elbow 343 

in full extension, whereas (the position commonly reported this review) 90° elbow flexion 344 

with a shoulder flexion of 0° produced the lowest HGS score [80]. Conversely, other studies 345 

have reported no differences when shoulder joints varied between 90° and 180° [78] or 0 and 346 

180° shoulder flexion [81]. Given the complex nature of shoulder movement and risk of injury 347 

in a population characterized by deconditioning and poor mobility [82], we suggest HGS 348 

should safely be performed with the elbow in 90° flexion and the shoulder adducted (0°). 349 

 350 

Regarding the wrist position, most studies reported that the forearm was placed in a neutral 351 

position. Although Hasheminejad et al. [40] stated the wrist was between 0-15° ulnar 352 

deviation and Taşoğlu et al. [41] reported of 0-30° dorsiflexion. Previous work has suggested 353 

that a minimum of 25° of wrist extension was required for optimum grip strength [83]. 354 

Handgrip strength measured with the wrist in a neutral position was significantly higher than 355 

that in the wrist ulnar deviation [78]. In another study, the HGS was higher when the wrist 356 

was positioned in neutral [81]. The ASHT recommends the forearm in neutral and wrist 357 

between 0 and 30° of dorsiflexion [63]. 358 

 359 

It is well known there are differences of around 10% in HGS between the dominant and non-360 

dominant hands [29]. In those on dialysis with a fistula, most studies reported that HGS was 361 

assessed in the non-fistula arm. A review by Leal et al. [84] suggested that measuring HGS on 362 



the fistula arm could result in problems such as a risk of bleeding if the arm is overexerted. 363 

Nonetheless, studies [45, 67, 85, 86] have measured HGS on the fistula arm, although this 364 

generally occurs before connection and just after disconnection (after bleeding stopped) to 365 

limit the impact on the fistula itself. Studies have shown HGS is generally lower in the access 366 

arm. El-Katab et al. [67] found a significant difference of 2.4kg (15%) between the fistula and 367 

non-fistula arm. Similarly, Omichi et al. [45] reported HGS was lower in the fistula access arm 368 

compared to the non-access arm (a difference of 3.9kg (21%) in right arm, and 1.1kg (7%) in 369 

left arm) in HD patients, i.e., HGS was greater in the left arm for those dialyzing with right arm 370 

vascular access and vice versa. Whilst this suggests that the presence of a fistula may impact 371 

HGS compared to the contralateral arm, it is important to note that such data may be 372 

confounded by the surgical practice to form the fistula in the non-dominant arm. As such it 373 

seems desirable to make measurements in the non-fistula arm to improve reliability and 374 

safety. 375 

 376 

Only 16% of studies explicitly stated they gave participants verbal instruction to ‘exert 377 

maximal force’ or a variation of such. Different instructions and verbal encouragement, even 378 

the volume of said instruction [78], can affect performance [70, 75, 87]. The contraction time 379 

per HGS trial was poorly described with only four studies reporting an explicit contraction 380 

time of 5 seconds. The ASHT protocol states the acquisition time should be at least 3 seconds. 381 

There is limited research into the differences in sustained isometric contractions of the hand. 382 

Kamimura and Ikuta [88] showed in healthy students that there were no differences in peak 383 

strength values between a 6-second and 10-second test. Moreover, peak HGS occurred after 384 

1 second in both tests. As such, an acquisition time of at least 3 seconds is likely to be 385 

sufficient.  386 



 387 

One of the largest sources of variation between studies was the method used to generate a 388 

HGS score. The majority of studies (67%) performed three assessments in each hand as per 389 

other studies in the literature [28, 75]. Most studies used the highest value for analysis, 390 

however other ways of recording HGS included the mean, median, or the sum of values 391 

obtained. It has been suggested the mean of three attempts has the highest test-retest 392 

reliability and consistency [29], and that the mean of three trials is more accurate than one 393 

trial or the highest score of three trials [77]. Contrariwise, it has been stated that muscle 394 

fatigability might increase with each subsequent attempt and that one trial is sufficient [89]. 395 

A study in 66 participants with forearm injuries observed that the values generated for three 396 

methods (one trial, mean, and highest) produced comparable results [90]. Given the high 397 

prevalence of fatigue and poor muscle function in CKD, we suggest that taking the maximal 398 

score from three attempts should be used, as fatigability will not influence the mean. 399 

However, one trial should be sufficient if short on time. We observed variation in the units 400 

presented. Most studies reported HGS in kg, a SI unit, however other values (e.g., kgf) were 401 

used. Whilst units may be converted to kg, the use of non-standard units make comparisons 402 

difficult.  403 

 404 

The rest time reported between each trial varied substantially, between 10 seconds and 5 405 

minutes. The most frequently reported rest time was 1 minute. The resting interval between 406 

trials can influence strength performance because this variable is directly related to muscle 407 

fatigue. Shiratori et al. [29] recommended a rest period of at least 1 minute to counteract the 408 

effects of fatigue, whilst the ASHT protocol states the rest time should be at least 15 seconds. 409 

To minimize the total time for the test, hands can be tested alternately (i.e., right, left, etc.) 410 



such as performed in D’Alessandro et al. [52] and stated in the Southampton protocol [28]. 411 

Only a small number of studies (n=4) specified any form of warm-up, whilst only n=11 studies 412 

incorporated some form of familiarization. In two studies [50, 51], the first trial was discarded 413 

as a ‘warm-up’. There is limited research exploring the effect of including practice or 414 

familiarization testing, although as described above, given the reliability of performing just 415 

one trial [90], it appears that they may not be required. 416 

 417 

The KDOQI workgroup recommended further research on the timing of the HGS 418 

measurement (e.g., pre- or post-HD session, non-dialysis day) [21, 22]. We found that n=18 419 

studies reported assessments before dialysis, with Bogataj et al. [57] stating this should be at 420 

least 30-minutes before. A recent study in 101 HD patients showed a significant decline (~4kg, 421 

41%) in HGS after dialysis compared to values before [85]. However, Leal et al. [84] showed 422 

no difference pre-post dialysis session. Hall et al. [91] suggested performing HGS testing 423 

before a HD session to avoid limiting participation due to post-dialysis complications (e.g., 424 

cramps or hypotension). However, considerations pre-dialysis includes fluid overload and 425 

hypertension and should be determined before undergoing HGS testing. Delaneye et al. [85] 426 

assessed HGS before HD connection and just after disconnection (after bleeding stopped). 427 

Five studies reported performing HGS during dialysis, particularly during the mid-week 428 

session [42, 58] and within the first hour [37, 59]. There is limited evidence on how HGS results 429 

could be influenced by the dialysis session itself (and events that can occur such as 430 

hypotension) [85]. The remaining studies stated assessment should take place on a non-431 

dialysis day. Hall et al. [91] reported that in 37 community-dwelling older adults receiving HD 432 

good agreement between ‘short physical performance battery’ scores on dialysis days and 433 

non-dialysis days, although it remains unknown if agreement upholds for HGS. As such, 434 



assessment of HGS before a dialysis session, or on a non-dialysis day if possible, is preferential. 435 

As with other physical function assessments [92, 93], to limit the variability in physiologic 436 

status and dialysis fatigue, HGS should be assessed before the participant's mid-week dialysis 437 

session. 438 

 439 

No adverse events were reported specifically related to the HGS assessment and only one 440 

study reported a contraindication relevant to the hand. Kmentova et al. stated that patients 441 

should be excluded if they showed clinical signs of hand ischemia [31]. There are few reported 442 

contraindications to HGS in the literature, although testing is generally contraindicated before 443 

full healing following a fracture, ligament repair, tendon laceration, or tendon transfer of the 444 

forearm, wrist, or hand [94]. Isometric exercise, including HGS testing [95], is associated with 445 

acute hemodynamic changes consisting of increases in systolic, diastolic, and arterial 446 

pressure, as well as increased heart rate and cardiac output [96]. Caution should be applied 447 

to those with uncontrolled hypertension or CVD.  448 

 449 

Strengths and limitations 450 

To our knowledge, there is no other systematic review of literature that comprises a detailed 451 

description of the methods of HGS in observational and experimental studies in CKD. We were 452 

able to include a large number of studies (n=129) encompassing over 35,000 participants. 453 

Given the large number of studies assessing HGS, we limited our review to English articles 454 

conducted in the last 5 years to provide an overview of contemporary research. The aim of 455 

the present review was to gather information regarding HGS methods, hence, we did not 456 

evaluate the quality of the studies included. 457 

 458 



Gaps in the literature  459 

Along with determining cut-off values correlated with measures of nutritional status, 460 

assessing the reliability and validity, and exploring the association with other markers of 461 

function (as recommended by the KDOQI workgroup [21, 22]), other areas for research 462 

include: directly comparing devices; investigating how HGS could be influenced by the dialysis 463 

session; and explore differences in HGS between dialysis and non-dialysis days. One 464 

component that was not extracted in the current review was the use of feedback - a variable 465 

not well documented [29]. Jung et al. [97] found providing real-time visual feedback increased 466 

HGS by 7-10%. Therefore, further research is needed to determine the role of visual and 467 

verbal feedback in CKD.  468 

 469 

Conclusion and practical applications 470 

The diverse methodologies employed in CKD research reinforce the need to standardize HGS 471 

measurement. After reviewing previously employed methodology in the literature, we have 472 

proposed a comprehensive HGS assessment protocol for use in CKD (Table 1). Researchers 473 

should always include a detailed description of the methodology employed; a proposed 474 

checklist can be found in Table 2. Any differences in protocols can influence the HGS results 475 

and, consequently, affect the comparability between the studies. A collective approach is not 476 

only important for research purposes but also for clinical practice. 477 

  478 
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Figure 1. PRISMA diagram 760 
 761 

 762 
  763 



Table 1. Recommended protocol for measuring handgrip strength in people with CKD 764 

 765 

1. Participants should be seated in a straight-backed chair with the feet flat on the floor. 

Use the same chair for every measurement if possible. If the patient cannot be seated, 

assessment whilst standing is suitable.  

2. The shoulders should be adducted (0°) and neutrally rotated with the elbow flexed at 

90°. 

3. The forearm should be placed in a neutral rotation, and the wrist between 0° and 30° 

extension and between 0° and 15° ulnar deviation.  

4. The arm should not be supported by the patient, examiner, or by an armrest.  

5. The dynamometer should be presented vertically and in line with the forearm to 

maintain the standard forearm and wrist positions. 

 

 

Figure 2A. Seating positron with shoulders adducted, elbow flexed at 90°, and forearm in 

neural position  

 

6. Position the hand so that the thumb is around one side of the handle and the four 

fingers are around the other side. The instrument should feel comfortable in the hand. 



7. Alter the position of the handle if necessary - on a Jamar® instrument, the second-hand 

position should be used. Rarely, a small-handed person or a large-handed person may 

require the handle to be at the first or third position setting. 

 

 

Figure 2B. Dynamometer presented 

vertically in line with forearm. Hand is 

positioned with the thumb is around one 

side of the handle and the four fingers are 

around the other side. 

 

8. In patients who have a fistula, use the non-fistula arm.  

9. In regard to the dialysis session, assessing HGS before the dialysis session (and before 

connection to the machine) is preferable.  

10. To limit the variability in physiologic status and dialysis fatigue, HGS should be assessed 

before the participant's mid-week dialysis session. 

11. Encourage the participant to squeeze as long and as tightly as possible using a set of 

standardised instructions: ‘I want you to hold the handle like this and squeeze as hard 

as you can’. The examiner then demonstrates and then gives the dynamometer to the 

patient. After the patient is positioned appropriately, the examiner says, ‘Are you 



ready? Squeeze as hard as you can’. As the patient begins to squeeze, the examiner 

says, ‘Harder!... Harder!... Relax’. 

12. Grip force should be applied smoothly, without rapid wrenching or jerking motion. 

13. No visual or auditory feedback should be provided; thus, the dynamometer’s dial should 

be turned away from patients so they cannot see the display. 

14. The contraction time should be at least 3 seconds, and no more than 6 seconds. The 

patient should exhale during the grip. 

15. Read grip strength in kilograms (kg) from the outside dial and record the result to the 

nearest 1 kg on the data entry form. 

16. For some devices, the minimal reading is 5 kg (check instrument instructions). If an 

individual cannot reach the minimal value, record this to the devices minimal 

detectable score. 

17. Rest for at least 1 minute (between hands) and repeat measurement on the other hand 

if appropriate.  

18. Do two further measurements (for each hand alternating sides if appropriate, i.e., no 

fistula access) to give three readings in total for each side. 

19. If limited on time, one measurement from the dominant hand (or non-fistula arm) is 

sufficient.  

20. The highest value should be used in statistical analyses.  

21. Record hand dominance in all patients, even if both hands were not used, i.e., right, left 

or ambidextrous (people who can genuinely write with both hands).  

22. The minimal important difference in a dialysis patient is estimated to be 3.4 kg, whilst 

a clinical important difference is estimated to be 5-6.5 kg [98].  

23. Deviations in the procedure are strongly discouraged; however, when it is impossible 

to fully implement this protocol, namely due to the individuals’ health conditions, any 

variation should be reported. 
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Table 2. Checklist for handgrip strength reporting  768 
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� Dynamometer characteristics (brand, model, resolution, calibration, and handle 

position) 

� Posture (standing or sitting) 

� Arm position (including shoulder, elbow, and wrist positions) 

� Inclusion of access arm (if appropriate) 

� Number of trials performed 

� How the score was derived 

� Acquisition (time taken to record HGS) and rest time between intervals 

� The applied instructions  

� Any cut-off points to identify low hand grip strength 

� Time of day tested (including in relation to dialysis if appropriate) 
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